
 

 

New Jersey Needle Artists 
American Needlepoint Guild 

May 17, 2017 Meeting 
 

Hi Everyone – 
 
We had 23 people turn out for our May meeting, including Jacqui and Keith C.  Jacqui and Keith 
were charter members of New Jersey Needle Artists when it formed in 1988 or 1989.  They now 
live in Canada and were visiting their daughter in NJ and decided to stop in and show off some 
of their needlepoint!  We had a good time hearing about the formation and about some of the 
original members of our chapter!  It was an active quizzing! 
 
Diane reported the sad news of the passing of Mary D-S at the age of 47 after her struggle with 
a brain tumor.  The SOTM group has made a donation to ANG in Mary’s memory.  It is a 
tradition of NJNA to stitch something in memory of a member who dies.  For example, we 
stitched “Flowers for Helena” that were donated to a new cancer facility in Somerville.  More 
recently, we stitched “An English Garden” for Barbara D’s family; stitching was divided up 
among members who wished to participate.  Diane asked us all to start thinking about what we 
might like to stitch to remember Mary. 
 
Rosie reported that the current bank balance for NJNA is $3038.98.  That was before tonight’s 
additional sign-ups for Shell Games (1), Workshop (2), and Name Tag Fines(6)! 
 
I’d personally like to thank Tina for stitching my name tag and Cindy H for her fabulous 
finishing!  I would have paid the fine before making a name tag for myself – but with such 
generous teamwork, I can’t NOT wear it!  Many, many thanks to you both! 
 

 
As noted above, Tina assessed fines on the six people who were not wearing stitched 

nametags! 
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In June and October, we will do a quick, cute project, Kandi Corn.  Diane will be teaching this 
project, including stitch diagrams for our stitch notebooks!  She asked us to come in June with 
6-inch by 8-inch stretcher bars and a pencil for tracing the design on the canvas which NJNA will 
provide.  See the attachment at the end for supplies and more information!  This is a good stash 
busting project, but if you are buying threads, Diane recommends that you substitute 
something for the Flair. 
 

 
Kandi Corn 

 
Tina announced that we now have 12 attendees for our upcoming workshop of David 
McCaskill’s “Background Sampler 1” and taught by Cathryn C.  The workshop will be held in 
Metuchen (Edison) in the stitching room at Needleworker’s Delight on September 16, 
September 17, and November 12.  A coupon and $25 will hold your place in the workshop.  The 
deposit is non-refundable.  $100 will cover the instructions, canvas, and threads.  A teaching fee 
will be assessed when the size of the class is known.  The $25 deposit will go toward the cost of 
the class!  Final payments will be announced and due in June.  Note:  Tina has reached out to 
three nearby ANG chapters to try to get more participants – the more who participate, the 
lower the cost!! 
 

 
Background sampler I  
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This month, Cathryn gave us the first installment of our chapter project, “Shell Game” by 
Dakota Rogers.  Her folders included detailed explanatory notes.  During the meeting, Cathryn 
had us start the borders and walked us through the rest of the borders.  She had an excellent 
flip chart with even more detail.  (I saw lots of cell phones taking pictures!)  Anyone not at the 
meeting can get their instructions in June.  Our assignment is to have all of the borders done 
before the September meeting! 
 

 
Shell Game 

 
Please note that the NJNA August and December meetings will be on the second Wednesday 
instead of the third Wednesday.  August 9 and December 13.  Please make a note on your 
calendar. 
 
I hope you enjoy the show and tell pictures. 
 
Cheers,  
 
Rosie 
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Show and Tell 
 

 
Cathryn stitched this Mindy canvas which she calls “Shell Design”.  She chose this canvas for a 
studio class where she was working on shading.  Rob at the Framed Image helped her pick the 

suede mat and the mother of pearl frame which coordinates beautifully with the canvas. 
 

 
Our guest, Jacqui, stitched this Royal Mountie Bear in honor of Canada’s 150-year birthday 

celebration!  It is a painted 14 count canvas and was framed by JoAnn Fabric in Succasunna.  
Make sure you ask for Billy! 
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Jacqui also brought in this loghouse stand-up, one of four that were taught as “Main Street 

USA” at an ANG national seminar.  The others were a church, a townhouse, and a cabin.  Jacqui 
has competed all four; they were finished by Pam at the Edwardian Needle. 

 

 
Keith, our other guest, stitched this goldwork piece in an EGA class taught at South Mountain 
chapter (now Monmouth Chapter).  One of the threads appears to be springs – Keith says it is 

called purl purl.  Apologies to Keith if the orientation is wrong – I couldn’t decide. 
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Do you see the subtle dog paws on this Christmas ornament?  Marge K stitched this in honor of 

her dog.  It was finished at Edwardian Needle.  I love this! 
 

 
How adorable is this stand up “Hex Symbol”?  I just love the feet!  Linda M finished this herself 

during a Sue Hillis class at Needleworker’s Delight.  It was a finishing class, so Linda did the 
stitching as pre-work before class.  How satisfying to make something so cute!  Linda says that 
Needleworker’s Delight hosts wonderful classes with pastries, lunch, and lots of other edible 

goodies! 
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Sue Chadwick finished stitching Jennifer Reifenberg’s “Carrots” just after our last meeting.  This 

is part of Jennifer’s trio of root vegetables which includes beets and radishes.  Sue 
corresponded with Jennifer over the placement of beads on the first carrot since there really 
wasn’t an obvious space for them.  Looks great, Sue.  This was finished by Frame Experts in 

Mendham. 
 

 
And another one from Jacqui – “Iris on Silk”.  This was a class on painting with thread taught by 
Trish Burr in Calgary, Alberta.  Billy at JoAnn’s suggested that the mat intersect with the bottom 

of the stem.  Good thinking! 
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Last, but not least, is Linda M’s “Background Sampler I”, the design being taught in NJNA’s 

upcoming workshop!  The design is by David McCaskill.  This is the pewter colorway. 



Kandi	  Corn	  project	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  

Materials	  List:	  
18-‐count	  mono	  canvas	  6”x8”	  –	  to	  be	  supplied	  by	  chapter	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  note:	  could	  also	  be	  done	  on	  congress	  cloth	  6”x8”	  
6”	  and	  8”	  stretcher	  bars	  	  
White,	  orange,	  black,	  and	  yellow	  threads	  

• Directions	  call	  for	  Rainbow	  Gallery	  Flair	  (F599	  –	  yellow,	  F574	  –	  orange,	  F502	  
–	  white,	  F501	  –	  black)	  

• I	  used	  	  
o Black	  –	  Planet	  Earth	  Silk	  Opal	  107	  (Niagara)	  –	  60”	  
o White	  –	  Neon	  Rays	  Plus	  NP02	  –	  12”	  
o Orange	  –	  Sparkle	  Rays	  SR78	  (dark	  pumpkin)	  
o Yellow	  –	  Neon	  Rays	  Plus	  NP74	  
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